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This article reviewed new trends and controversial issues, including the intensification of chemotherapy and recent brachytherapy 
(BT) advances, and also reviewed recent consensuses from different societies on the management of locally advanced cervical cancer 
(LACC). Intensive chemotherapy during and after radiation therapy (RT) was not recommended as a standard treatment due to 
severe toxicities reported by several studies. The use of positron emission tomography-computed tomography (PET-CT) and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) for pelvic RT planning has increased the clinical utilization of intensity-modulated radiation therapy (IMRT) 
for the evaluation of pelvic lymph node metastasis and pelvic bone marrow. Recent RT techniques for LACC patients mainly aim to 
minimize toxicities by sparing the normal bladder and rectum tissues and shortening the overall treatment time by administering a 
simultaneous integrated boost for metastatic pelvic lymph node in pelvic IMRT followed by MRI-based image guided adaptive BT.
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Introduction

The main treatment for early-stage cervical cancer is radical 
surgery or primary radiation depending on the patients’ 
general condition. Radiation therapy (RT) has been the main 
treatment option for locally advanced cervical cancer (LACC) 
since the discovery of radiation. LACC is defined as a tumor 
categorized as stage IB2 and higher since the rate of lymph 
node metastasis is quite high. In 1999, the National Cancer 
Institute mailed a clinical announcement to thousands of 
physicians stating that strong consideration would be given 
to adding chemotherapy (CTx) to radiation in the treatment 
of invasive cervical cancer based on the results of five 
randomized clinical trials (RCTs) [1-5].

The present art ic le  reviewed the new trends and 

controversial issues such as the intensification of CTx and 
recent advances in brachytherapy (BT). It also reviewed the 
recent consensus on the management of LACC from different 
societies. 

Prognostic Factors Affecting Survival and 
Local Control in LACC

Conventionally, staging and nodal involvement are prognostic 
factors for cure in cervical cancer. Bae et al. [6] reviewed 
397 LACC patients treated with definitive platinum-based 
concurrent chemoradiotherapy (CCRT). Their risk factors for 
local control (LC) and survival were large tumors (>5 cm), 
young age (≤40 years), non-squamous histology, positive node 
on magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and advanced stage 
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(III-IV). They defined the high-risk group as follows: (1) tumor 
size larger than 5 cm and at least one other risk factor or (2) 
tumor size 5 cm or less and at least three other risk factors. 
The 3-year locoregional failure (LRF) rates for the high- and 
low-risk groups were 26% and 7%, respectively. The 3-year 
overall survival (OS) rate also differed significantly between 
these groups, at 57% and 86%, respectively. Cervical cancer 
in young age groups is considered an aggressive form with 
increased positive nodal metastasis [7]. Another recently 
reported negative prognostic factor is increased standardized 
uptake value (SUV) in pre-therapeutic positron emission 
tomography-computed tomography (PET-CT) [8].

Human papillomavirus (HPV) infection in cervical cancer 
patients also affects LC and survival. A systematic review 
reported that HPV genotypes result in differential prognoses 
in cervical cancer patients even after adjusting for staging, 
tumor size, and tumor grade [9-12]. Pre-treatment systemic 
markers, such as anemia, thrombocytosis, leukocytosis, and 
lymphopenia, are negative prognosticators in cervical cancer 
patients treated with CCRT [13-16]. Anemia and lymphopenia 
during CCRT and lymphopenia 2 months after initiating CCRT 
were associated with increased risk of progression and poor 
survival [15,17,18].

Klopp and Eifel [19] reviewed the biological predictors of 
response to RT in patients with cervical cancer. A variety of 
biomarkers were identified, such as clinical (staging including 
tumor size, presence of nodal metastasis) and morphologic 
predictors (tumor histology), non-molecular biomarkers 
(hypoxia, interstitial tumor pressure, vascular density, 
hemoglobin level, and fludeoxyglucose-PET avidity), and 
molecular biomarkers (single-gene or multigene biomarkers, 
type of HPV positivity). They concluded that the results were 
mixed regarding the predictive value of single-gene biomarkers 
and that multigene predictors remain immature. However, 
they stated that the most useful biomarkers in the future will 
identify patients who will benefit from additional or less RT or 
CTx. 

Although various variables have been investigated to 
predict the treatment outcomes of LACC patients, the current 
results are not conclusive enough to reach an individual risk 
stratification beyond the existing staging system.

CCRT is Better Than RT Alone

Updated results from the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group 
(RTOG) 90-01 trial, with a median follow-up of 6.6 years in 
patients with high-risk cervical cancer, revealed that the OS 

rate of patients treated with CCRT was significantly higher 
than that of patients treated with extended field radiotherapy 
(EFRT) (67% vs. 41% at 8 years; p < 0.0001). There was an 
overall reduction of 51% in the risk of disease recurrence (95% 
confidence interval [CI], 36%–66%) in patients who received 
CCRT [20]. However, these studies included early-stage 
patients and hydroxyurea with radiation was administered in 
the control arm. A review in 2008 including studies comparing 
CCRT to radiation (with or without surgery and some data on 
adjuvant CTx) reported a trend in the relative effect of CCRT by 
stage, with a decreasing benefit of CCRT with increasing stage 
[21]. The benefit was only 7% in stage IIB and 3% in stages 
III-IVA disease. The review also found an increased benefit in 
patients treated with additional CTx after CCRT from two small 
studies. To address the limitations of the variety of stages and 
different CTx schedules, Datta et al. [22] performed a meta-
analysis exclusively of patients with LACC who received either 
CCRT or RT only without surgical intervention. The results 
confirmed that CCRT significantly improves outcomes in LACC, 
with complete remission and locoregional control (LRC) rates 
of 10.2% and 8.4%, respectively, and an OS of 7.5%, but also 
with a 10.4% higher incidence of grade III/IV acute toxicities. 
The occurrences of late toxicities in both groups were 
equivalent. There was no difference in the outcomes between 
weekly or 3-weekly cisplatin (CDDP) regimens.

Although CCRT is the standard treatment for LACC, there is 
a possibility to improve the survival rate, especially in patients 
with stage IIB–IVA disease.

Delivery of Chemotherapy to Enhance 
Treatment Results in LACC

Since the early 1990s, CDDP during RT has been the standard 
treatment for LACC. Schmid et al. [23] found that the 
number of CTx cycles did not significantly impact the distant 
metastasis-free survival in the low-risk group (p = 0.782). 
However, in the high-risk group (stage III or IVA, any stage 
and positive nodes) (p = 0.022), there were increased distant 
metastases (DMs) with a decreasing number of CTx cycles 
(fewer than five cycles). Early analysis from image-guided 
intensity-modulated external beam radio-CTx and MRI-based 
adaptive BT in a locally advanced cervical cancer (EMBRACE) I 
trial also showed higher DMs in node-positive and advanced-
stage patients who received fewer than five cycles of CTx [24]. 

Based on their analysis of four randomized trials and four 
retrospective studies (including two studies with postoperative 
CTx), Petrelli et al. [25] concluded that platinum-based 
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combination therapy with radiation is a better option for 
improved progression-free survival (PFS) and OS rates, by close 
to 30%, than weekly CDDP alone with RT in LACC. Their results 
were the same even after excluding surgical series. However, 
toxicities were generally underreported, and the incidence 
of neutropenia, gastrointestinal (GI), and genitourinary (GU) 
toxicities is much higher in platinum-based doublet CTx 
than in single CTx with RT. A randomized trial by the Asian 
Gynecologic Oncology Group evaluated outcomes between 
CCRT with CDDP alone and with both CDDP and gemcitabine 
in LACC [26]. Interim analysis showed no difference in the PFS 
rates (65.1% vs. 71%, p = 0.71) and OS rates at three years 
(74.1% vs. 85.9%, p = 0.89), with increased toxicities. They 
closed the study early after accruing only 74 patients. 

Choi et al. [27] performed a matched-case comparison 
between CCRT and CCRT followed by consolidation CTx (5-
FU and CDDP three cycles). The rate of distant recurrence was 
lower in the group that received consolidation CTx without 
any difference in LRC and the OS rate was higher (70.1% vs. 
55.1%, p = 0.079). Tang et al. [28] reported the outcome of a 
RCT comparing usual CCRT versus one cycle of neoadjuvant 
paclitaxel and CDDP and CCRT followed by two cycles of 
CTx for the treatment of adenocarcinoma (stage II-IVA). The 
group that received CTx with CCRT showed excellent 5-year 
relapse-free survival (71.4%) and OS (74.3%) rates. A report 
on adjuvant CTx after CCRT (CDDP and ifosfamide during 
and after CCRT) showed low distant failure (13.4%) and local 
failure (2.5%) rates [29]. However, a four-arm randomized 
trial by Lorvidhaya et al. [30] did not confirm the benefit of 
adjuvant CTx (arm 1, RT alone; arm 2, RT with adjuvant CTx; 
arm 3, CCRT; arm 4, CCRT with adjuvant CTx). The trial used 
mitomycin C and oral 5-FU during radiation and oral 5-FU for 
adjuvant CTx. A Cochrane review by Tangjitgamol et al. [31] did 
not reach a conclusion due to inconsistent data regarding the 
benefit of adjuvant CTx. 

A randomized study by Duenas-Gonzales et al. [32] 
compared CCRT to the combination of CDDP and gemcitabine 
followed by two cycles of adjuvant CDDP and gemcitabine 
with conventional CCRT. They showed that the PFS at 3 years 
was significantly improved in the gemcitabine arm versus that 
in the standard arm (74.4% vs. 65.0%, p = 0.029). There were 
increased occurrences of grade 3 and 4 toxicities, which were 
manageable. In subgroup analysis, there was an increased 
benefit in patients with higher-stage disease (stages III-IVA vs. 
stage IIB), which suggested that the increased toxic effects of 
the experimental protocol may be justified for these patients 
[33]. The OUTBACK trial (ANZGOG 0902/GOG 0274/RTOG 

1174) is an ongoing RCT of adjuvant CTx following CCRT. The 
standard arm is RT with five cycles of weekly CDDP, while the 
experimental arm includes the same CCRT followed by four 
cycles of 3-weekly carboplatin and paclitaxel. 

Although neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) followed by 
radical hysterectomy for LACC has been considered as an 
alternative of CCRT in stage IB-IIA, recently published RCT 
result proved that NAC group had inferior 5-year disease-free 
survival (DFS) compared with CCRT group (69.3% vs. 76.7%, 
p = 0.038) [34]. However, the role of NAC in CCRT has not 
been identified in LACC. Recent phase II trial did not show 
any meaningful improvement in treatment outcome [35]. The 
INTERLACE study (UK-funded) is an ongoing phase III trial of 
weekly induction CTx (carboplatin and paclitaxel) followed by 
standard CCRT compared to standard CCRT alone.

The benefit of novel target agents such as antiangiogenic 
blockage (bevacizumab) and immunotherapy (pembrolizumab) 
for LACC treatment has been tested or is under evaluation in 
various clinical trials [36]. Phase II study adding bevacizumab 
to pelvic CCRT for LACC (RTOG 0417) showed good treatment 
results (3-year OS, DFS, and LRF rate: 81.3%, 68.7%, and 
23.2%, respectively) [37]. A randomized phase II study of CCRT 
and pembrolizumab is enrolling patients (ClinicalTrials.gov 
identifier: NCT02635360).

The risk-benefit of adding (neo)adjuvant and/or concomitant 
CTx to conventional CCRT for LACC remains inconclusive 
despite several positive reports. We look forward to the results 
of the two ongoing RCTs. Although clinical evaluations of 
targeted agents to enhance RT outcome for LACC are in the 
beginning phase, targeted agents are promising for achieving 
low toxicity and high survival combined with RT. 

Is Intensity-Modulated Radiation Therapy 
Essential?

Several reports on intensity-modulated radiation therapy 
(IMRT) for cervical cancer showed fewer acute GI and GU 
toxicities and even fewer late GI toxicities [38-40]. Naik et 
al. [41] reported the results of an institutional randomized 
study comparing IMRT and three-dimensional (3D) conformal 
pelvic RT with concurrent CDDP. A total of 40 patients were 
randomized to the treatment groups. The IMRT plans were 
superior to the 3D conformal plans in that they reduced 
volume receiving high doses in the bladder, rectum, bowel, 
and bone marrow (BM). Clinically, there was no significant 
difference in hematological toxicities, while the acute GI and 
GU toxicities reflected the comparative advantage of the IMRT 
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plans. In a detailed study using PET-CT, the occurrence of 
severe acute neutropenia (≥grade 3) was lower in patients who 
received IMRT planning with PET-CT than that in patients who 
received the usual IMRT plan without PET-CT evaluation for 
functional BM [42].

Due to the significant variability in the incidence of 
hematologic toxicities even in patients with BM-sparing 
IMRT, Noticewala et al. [43] conducted a longitudinal study 
to verify the compensatory response in the outside radiation 
field BM activity. They showed that patients have different 
subacute compensatory responses after CCRT; compared to 
those treated with weekly cisplatin alone, patients treated with 
cisplatin and gemcitabine had a lower mean SUV in the extra-
pelvic structures as well as a lower compensatory response. 
This study emphasized the importance of considering the 
potential increase in severe toxicities in LACC patients treated 
with CCRT including more intensive CTx regimen, especially in 
older patients and those with more morbidities.

Another issue in using IMRT on a routine basis is organ 
motion during RT (intra-fraction) and during the course of RT 
(inter-fraction). Jadon et al. [44] reported a systematic review 
of organ motion in external beam radiation therapy (EBRT) 
for cervical cancer. Given the steep dose gradients around 
the planning target volumes in IMRT planning, the degree of 
movement during radiation treatment should be considered. 
In total, 448 studies were identified and screened to find 39 
relevant studies, 12 of which were abstracts. These studies 
showed that within the target volume for cervical cancer RT, 
uterine motion is greater than cervical motion. Uterine and 
cervical motions are predominantly influenced by bladder 
and rectal filling, respectively. Organ motion patterns are 
patient-specific. The potential solutions include anisotropic 
margins with increased margins in the anteroposterior and 
superio-inferior directions or greater planning target volume 
(PTV) margins around the uterine fundus than around the 
cervix. As pelvic organ motion seems to be patient-specific, 
individualized PTV margins and adaptive image-guided 
radiation therapy (IGRT) have also been recommended to 
ensure target volume coverage while increasing the sparing 
of the organs-at-risk (OAR). Experts in gynecological radiation 
oncology provided guidelines for the clinical target volume 
(CTV) definition of IMRT for the definitive treatment of cervical 
cancer [45].

As IMRT planning can spare normal organs such as the 
bladder, intestines, and BM better than conventional 3D 
conformal plan and is vulnerable to organ motion, IMRT plans 
and simultaneous integrated boost (SIB) of LN metastasis 

instead of SIB of primary cervical lesion during pelvic CCRT 
is reasonable. This could be an optimal strategy to reduce 
RT-induced complications and improve treatment outcome 
through a shorter overall treatment time (OTT).

BT is Mandatory unless There Are Technical 
Problems

The standard treatment for LACC has been established for a 
long period of time as CCRT with BT boost. Recent advances 
in BT, such as image-guided adaptive brachytherapy (IGABT), 
have increased the local control rate (LCR) to between 79% 
and 96% [46-51]. Charra-Brunaud et al. [50] reported that 
3D-based BT had a higher 2-year LCR and lower grade 3–4 
toxicity rate than 2D-based BT in CCRT for LACC (LCR, 73.6% 
vs. 78.5%; toxicities, 22.7% vs. 2.6%). Two studies using MRI-
based BT reported excellent 3-year LCR of 77%–86% even in 
stage IIIb patients [46,47]. Advances in radiation techniques 
have resulted in two trends over the last decade, including 
the decreasing use of BT and the incremental utilization of 3D 
BT. In the SEER database, the BT utilization rate has decreased 
from 83% in 1988 to 58% in 2009 (p < 0.001) and the OS was 
lower in patients without BT (58% vs. 46% at 4 years) [52]. 
Gill et al. [53] also found a significantly reduced use of BT 
with an increasing use of IMRT or SBRT in the National Cancer 
Database between 2004 and 2011 despite BT being a critical 
component of treatment of LACC. 

In the United States, there was an increased use of image-
based BT between 2007 and 2014, particularly the use of MRI 
and volume-based dose delineation to the target (14%–52%) 
[54]. This advance in IGABT-allowed doses could be prescribed 
to volumes with better delineation and coverage of target 
volume and with a lower dose to the OAR. In other words, 
this technique is response-adaptive RT. Potter et al. [55] from 
the Groupe Européen de Curiethérapie-European Society for 
Radiotherapy & Oncology (GEC-ESTRO) described the details of 
reporting the residual gross tumor, adaptive high-risk target, 
intermediate-risk target, and adaptive low-risk target volumes 
on T2-weighted MRI at the time of starting BT. For the whole 
treatment, they recommended that the total dose values be 
reported as the physical dose, indicating the fractionation and 
dose rate, as well as the biologically weighted dose (equivalent 
dose to 2 Gy per fraction [EQD2]). In 2007, Potter et al. [56] 
reported that MRI-assisted adaptive BT was more effective in 
LC in tumors larger than 5 cm. The American Brachytherapy 
Task Group [57] reported the pooled analysis of outcomes for 
high-dose BT for cervical cancer. In their analysis, 57 studies 
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used point A prescription, while 10 studies used image-based 
BT. Comparison of patients receiving CCRT and IGABT to those 
receiving traditional point A prescription revealed significant 
improvement in pelvic control and DFS in IGABT.

The EMBRACE study, a prospective observational trial, 
introduced MRI-based BT in LACC patients in multiple centers 
worldwide treated according to the GEC-ESTRO guidelines. The 
RetroEMBRACE study report of 731 patients with LACC from 
12 centers showed that IGABT in combination with CCRT led to 
an excellent LCR of 91%, a pelvic control rate of 87%, and an 
OS of 74% with limited severe toxicities (less than 7%). Even 
in stage IIIB, the LCR at 5 years was 75% [58]. In addition, the 
D90 to the high-risk clinical target volume (CTVHR) (p = 0.022) 
was significant for LC, whereas increasing CTVHR volume 
and longer OTT were associated with a worse LC. Histology 
(p = 0.084), CTx (p = 0.49), and dose rate (p = 1.00) did not 
significantly impact the LC [59]. A dose of 5 Gy (CTVHR) is 
required to compensate for a 1-week increase in OTT. Increased 
CTVHR volume by 10 cm3 requires an additional 5 Gy for an 
equivalent LC. They recommended that EBRT and BT should be 
finished within 7 weeks. 

The EMBRACE II study report was released in 2018 and 
reviewed the outcome and prospect of two decades of 
evolution within the GEC-ESTRO GYN working group and 
EMBRACE studies [24]. The EMBRACE II was initiated in 
April 2016 (https://www.embracestudy.dk) and defines 
interventions that address local, nodal, and systemic treatment 
as well as OAR exposure. The EMBRACE II prescribed MRI-
guided adaptive BT with combined intracavitary/interstitial 
techniques and specific dose volume constraints for adaptive 
targets and OARs and image-guided EBRT for specific targets 
and techniques (IMRT, IGRT, and SIB for nodal disease) and 
concomitant radio-CTx. IGABT is a mainstream component 
of LACC treatment due to its precise delivery of dose to the 
target volume and excellent sparing of OAR. In addition, this 
advantage of IGABT can contribute to the reduction of OTT by 
increasing the fraction size. The only difficulty in using IGABT 
is that it is time-consuming. Kim et al. [60] reported that mean 
total procedure time is 149.3 ± 17.9 minutes (range, 112 to 
178 minutes). It requires a multidisciplinary team including an 
anesthesiologist, a radiation oncologist, nurses, and a radiation 
therapist. 

IGABT that can deliver high radiation dose to large target 
more than 4–5 cm is a remarkable technical improvement 
influencing treatment outcome and toxicities through 
reduction in OTT and OAR sparing.

Non-brachytherapy Boost for LACC

In certain cases, stereotactic ablative body radiotherapy 
(SABR) may be an option. Mendez et al. [61] reviewed 375 
gynecological cancer patients treated with SABR in 33 reports. 
SABR was delivered using a CyberKnife, linear accelerator, 
or tomotherapy. Among them, six studies included cervical 
cancer patients (33 patients) in place of standard treatment 
with BT [62-67]. The combined LC was 91% with a median 
follow-up time of 6–22 months. However, most studies only 
included small numbers of patients with short follow-up 
times. Mazzola et al. [68] applied an integrated boost using 
volumetric-modulated arc therapy in 30 LACC patients over 
70 years of age. They delivered 66 Gy to the macroscopic 
disease and 54 Gy to the pelvic nodes in 30 fractions with a 
median OT of 42 days. The 3-year OS and LC rates were 93% 
and 80%, respectively (91% in stage II, 67% in stage III), with a 
median follow-up of 32 months. Only two patients had grade 
2 rectal toxicities. Non-BT boost is complicated by internal 
organ motion during treatment. Thus, BT boost should be used 
routinely unless patients have a difficult anatomy or medical 
contraindication to sedation or they refuse BT. 

In Korea, number of BT centers compared with radiation 
oncology centers have decreased since 2006 due to low 
medical reimbursement, expensive source, and shortage 
of human resources [69]. Seven of 42 centers that did not 
practice BT treated some patients with EBRT alone. Thus, 
shortage of resources can make physicians use EBRT instead of 
BT.   

BT is an essential part for the treatment of LACC. However, 
there are alternative options including SABR or SIB in 
exceptional cases.

Review of Updated Cervical Cancer 
Management Guidelines

The American Brachytherapy Society (ABS) consensus guideline 
for LACC reviewed the important points in the management 
of cervical cancer to improve treatment results [70]. Advanced 
imaging study is important. MRI shows excellent views of 
tumor extension, while PET-CT adds information on nodal 
metastasis. The finding of pelvic and/or para-aortic lymph 
node (PALN) involvement may be used to guide clinical 
decisions related to radiation treatment planning, such as 
the field size and delivered dose. Lymph node staging by PET-
CT has also been shown to be an important prognostic factor 
for recurrence and survival. Surgical staging before definitive 
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chemoradiotherapy is also an acceptable approach to detect 
intra-abdominal disease and for pathologic assessment or 
debulking of pelvic and/or PALNs. They recommended EBRT to 
deliver 45 Gy to the initial target volume with an additional 
boost to the involved nodes (60–70 Gy in a combination 
of EBRT and BT). In addition, the OTT should be limited to 8 
weeks. BT is not an option and it should be done as much as 
they can. 

Recently, the ESGO/ESTRO/ESP published online guidelines 
on cervical cancer [71]. This article reviews radiation for LACC.

In the staging process, pelvic MRI is mandatory in the initial 
workup for the assessment of pelvic tumor extent. Cystoscopy 
or sigmoidoscopy may be considered for biopsy of suspicious 
lesions in the urinary bladder or rectum detected by MRI. There 
have also been advances in the evaluation of nodal spread. In 
LACC or early-stage disease with suspicious lymph nodes on 
imaging, PET-CT or chest/abdomen CT are recommended. Due 
to the high false-negativity of PALN involvement in LACC, even 
PALN dissection, at least up to the inferior mesenteric artery, 
may be considered in the cases negative in PET-CT. 

A randomized trial from French comprehensive cancer 
centers showed the excellent outcome of 3-year event-free 
survival (EFS) rate of 69% in patients with negative PET scans 
and para-aortic microscopic metastasis ≤5 mm detected 
by surgical staging and treated with para-aortic CCRT with 
concomitant CDDP, while patients with negative PET and para-
aortic metastasis more than 5 mm had a 3-year EFS rate of 
17% [72]. The false-negative rate was 12% in PET-CT for PALN 
involvement and an even higher rate of 22% in patients with 
involved pelvic node without uptake on para-aortic at PET-
CT. This meant that that surgical para-aortic staging was 
associated with survival. A recent multicenter cohort analysis 
from France, reporting that nodal surgical staging was an 
independent prognostic factor for survival, supported the need 
of para-aortic surgical staging [73].

The ESGO/ESTRO recommended definitive platinum-based 
CCRT and BT to avoid the combination of radical surgery and 
postoperative external RT because of the significant increase 
in morbidity and no evidence of improved survival. They 
emphasized keeping the OTT to within 7–8 weeks, especially in 
patients with positive nodes who require nodal boosts. Boost 
treatment may be applied as SIB at the time of pelvic RT. For 
EBRT and BT, IGRT is strongly recommended to reduce the dose 
to the normal tissue and to ensure the full dose coverage to 
the residual tumor at the completion of EBRT. 

The ESTRO recommendations included the following points: 
a total dose to the involved nodes, including the contribution 

from BT, of 55 to 60 Gy (EQD2). IGABT is recommended 
preferably with the use of MRI prior to the initiation of BT. In 
IGABT, the dose to the intermediate-risk clinical target volume 
should ideally be a total 85–90 Gy (EQD2). To reduce the OTT, 
BT should be started as soon as possible. ESTRO suggested that 
BT can be delivered within 1–2 weeks toward the end of or 
after CCRT in cases of large tumors. In smaller tumors, BT may 
start earlier during CCRT. They strongly discouraged the use 
of a midline block to boost parametrium and recommended 
the use of an external beam to administer an extra dose to the 
residual tumor in advanced IGRT, especially beyond 45–50 Gy.

Pelvic IMRT using IGRT with nodal SIB to reduce OTT 
and toxicities were recommended. Exact dose delivery to 
the residual tumor and risk region through IGABT was 
recommended and a fast start of BT was recommended for 
fast completion of treatment.

Pelvic MRI and PET-CT are a common practice for evaluation 
of disease extent and LN metastasis. Para-aortic surgical 
staging even in negative PET-CT is suggested. IMRT using IGRT 
followed by IGABT is recommended for reduction of OTT and 
toxicities.

Aging and Management of Cervical 
Cancer

Aging patients (older populations) were defined as those aged 
65 years or older. Moore et al. [74] analyzed cervical cancer 
patients treated with primary CCRT on GOG protocols (GOG 
113, GOG 120, GOG 165, and GOG 219) stratified by decade of 
age. The age groups were compared for CCRT tolerance and 
completion. There were no statistically significant differences 
in the number of cycles of CTx received, CTx dose modification, 
CTx dose delay, or completion of the assigned CTx (no 
difference by age in CTx completion or CTx delays). There 
was a trend in the oldest age group (>70 years) to receive a 
lower mean dose to point A. There were more major radiation 
protocol deviations among the oldest age group due to a 
decreased completion of BT (30% in those ≥70 years compared 
to 13% in those <40 years). Sharma et al. [75] reported 
declining BT use with age in the SEER database, from 66.7% in 
those <50 years to 58.9% in those 70–79 years and 46.3% in 
women >70 years of age. There were no significant differences 
in toxicities by age, except for any grade of lymphatic 
disorders, which were more common with increasing age 
[74]. Therefore, old age is not a contraindication of standard 
treatment for LACC.
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Conclusion

The few changes from conventional to currently recommended 
CCRT are summarized in Table 1.

In the 21st century, MRI/PET-CT is usually used to aid in 
staging and LN evaluation of cervical cancer. MRI is valuable 
for the evaluation of the degree of the local extension cervical 
tumors as well as for introducing IGABT use in treatment 
planning for BT. The use of PET-CT and MRI for pelvic RT 
planning increased the clinical utilization of IMRT for the 
evaluation of pelvic LN metastasis and pelvic BM. The current 
orientation of RT for LACC patients is to reduce both toxicities 
and OTT by using pelvic IMRT and MRI-based IGABT. This 
is intended to improve treatment results by delivering the 
planned radiation dose in a short OTT. However, it is not easy to 
apply these strategies to all LACC patients because treatment 
using MRI-based IGABT at every fraction is money- and time-
consuming. 

In limited cases for which BT is not possible due to medical 
or facility issues, non-BT SABR or SIB can be substituted for BT. 
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